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gallery artists
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614.294.7790

I was born and raised in Chicago, IL. My initial
education was in Engineering (Notre Dame) and
Business (University of Chicago). I spent a career in
the Air Force as a Navigator/Electronic Warfare
Officer (including a year flying combat missions in
South East Asia), a Technical Intelligence Officer, an
Electronic Warfare Engineer and a Photographic
Engineer. Upon retiring from the Air Force in 1979 I
returned to school and earned Bachelor#'s Degrees in

Mozart was purchased at the Ohio Amish Dog
Auction but was discarded soon
after at a county dog pound. As a "product" of a
Mennonite dog breeder,
Mozart was terrified and didn't know what to
expect of humans and life
outside a cage--he had been raised as livestock
rather than pet. Harlequin
Haven Great Dane Rescue came to Mozart's
rescue by offering him a safe and
healthy environment with lots of love.
Mozart began painting with his paws less than 2
years ago, and his work
continues to mature. His art work raises
much-needed funds for HHGDR and
helps bring attention to the plight of those dogs
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homeless and in puppy
mills. More than 50 Danes wait for homes at
HHGDR. http://www.hhdane.org/.

Fine Arts and Art History
-- all from Wright State U

My initial art interest was
Printmaking (mostly phot
Drawing are now also a m
primary subjects are the h
landscape and I often plac
environment or contrast it
artifact such as a castle or
work in galleries in the M
For further information about this artist, contact take part in art fairs acros
the gallery.
http://www.hhdane.org/tales/puppymills.htm
Besides creating my own
Serigraphy at the Riverbe
OH; Photography at the W
Branch Campus in Celina
Drawing, Art History and
University in their Colleg
Incarcerated. With anothe
volunteer-teach a drawing
at the Lighthouse Youth C
Bainbridge, OH.
His work will be showing in the gallery during
the month of December, 2007.
Coming soon, ten of my paintings on the Mac
Worthington website at
www.macworthington.com

Join us
Saturday evening
June 16, 6-9pm
for our gala
artist reception
&
gallery open house
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